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BY naja utzon popov
RUG COLLECTION EXCLUSIVELY FOR
carl hansen & søn

The Collection

Danish multidisciplinary artist
Naja Utzon Popov has developed a
new rug collection exclusively for
Carl Hansen & Søn. The collection is the
result of a shared passion for uncompromising
craftsmanship, a love of nature and an
exceptional understanding of quality materials.

woodlines

In creating the collection, called WOODLINES,
Naja Utzon Popov drew inspiration from nature
and the intrinsic poetry of natural materials.
Her study of wood and its attributes led to the
wood grain abstractions that highlight the wood’s
structure. From there, the collection’s characteristic
lines emerged as symbols of the wood’s essence
and simplicity.

The rug is the
focal point of a room,
uniting its elements
to form a complete
atmosphere you want
to live in
Naja Utzon Popov

Naja Utzon Popov has zoomed in on countless lengths
of wood, magnifying the unique characteristics that
contain a wealth of details and express the wood’s
character. The outcome – a familiar wood pattern
presented on another material – creates a new
expression with clear links to the source.
The rugs stand out as elegant, fine-crafted works that
add to a room’s personality. Hand-knotted from wool,
they feature long pile with a soft and luxurious feel. The
rugs’ tight weave makes them easy to clean and ensures
that the pile remains straight and the pattern intact, even
with heavy use.

I grew up in a
family where we
always discussed
art and architecture,
and where everyone
was very interested
in observing nature
Naja Utzon Popov

WOODLINES white
with white lines

The designer

naja utzon popov
Naja Utzon Popov is a sculptor, textile
designer and ceramicist. Born in
Copenhagen in 1973, she inherited her
creative genes from her grandfather,
Jørn Utzon, the architect best known
for designing the iconic Sydney Opera
House in Australia. Her mother, Lin
Utzon, is an eminent Danish artist;
her father is the acclaimed Australian
architect Alex Popov.
Naja Utzon Popov’s childhood years
in Denmark and her time in Australia
have always been an important source
of inspiration for her work. She studied
drawing and painting in Australia
before moving to the UK, where she
continued her formal education at
the University of Westminster School
of Media Arts and Design. She now
lives in Denmark and has a studio in
Copenhagen.

Thanks to her family background,
Naja Utzon Popov has always been
exposed to contemporary design.
These influences find expression in
her work, where she translates her
encounters with nature into textiles,
glassware, ceramics and sculptures.
Naja Utzon Popov’s designs have
been well received at the International
Contemporary Furniture Fair in New
York, where she previously exhibited a
large-scale clay installation that was
purchased by the SAKS Fifth Avenue
department store. Her glass and
ceramic designs can be seen around
the world, including in the Feng Sushi
restaurant chain in London, UK and the
Galeria Kunstmann gallery in Mallorca,
Spain.
www.najautzonpopov.com
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The partnership
naja utzon popov
+ carl hansen & søn
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Naja Utzon Popov

Naja Utzon Popov has skillfully
interpreted the Carl Hansen & Søn
DNA in her new rug design. By putting
her own personal stamp on her works,
which beautifully combine contemporary
design and a fondness for nature,
Naja Utzon Popov continues her
family’s tradition of creating unique art.

The WOODLINES collection consist of
five unique designs, all available in
three different sizes:
80 x 220 cm, 170 x 240 cm
and 200 x 300 cm.
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I inherited my approach to design at
an early age both from my grandfather
and from my father and mother. It is a
holistic consideration of the environment,
nature and people – all three must
be taken into account for the result to be
balanced and timeless
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The WOODLINES rug collection is the
culmination of a unique partnership
grounded in design, quality and
craftsmanship. It is also based on the
shared perception and goal that design
should in no way be an object of
fashion, but rather a timeless
statement characterized by the
absolute highest quality.
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